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Cultivating Afro-Peruvian Rhythms article by Ian Patterson, published on May 17, 2021 at All About Jazz. Find more Interview articles ...
Sad Max: How a 'rock star' show at a Du Quoin dive bar changed everything
High Times Greats: Joey Ramone—A Tribute to the Beloved and Unique Punk Pioneer (2001)
The Steel Woods’ Jason “Rowdy” Cope died in January, but his power-chord-meets-chicken-pickin’ guitar style lives on with a poshtumous album. “He was a
natural bridge ...
I still dream about being a rock star, despite being 38 and having no musical talent. I walk onstage with a guitar in hand, a row of effects pedals on
the floor, and a crowd of adoring fans screaming ...
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I Miss Everything I'll Never Be
The Steel Woods’ Jason “Rowdy” Cope died in January, but his power-chord-meets-chicken-pickin’ guitar style lives on with a poshtumous album. “He was a
natural bridge ...
The Metalhead Who Played Country Guitar
I can’t for the life of me remember who it was.” WRONG. You were sandwiched between Yeah Yeah Yeahs and Bloc Party. “We heard Oasis having the fight in
the dressing room next door and it sounded like ...
Does Rock ‘N’ Roll Kill Braincells?! – Madness
Fender Musical Instruments Corporation released its Jason Isbell Custom Telecaster, the star’s first collab with the iconic guitar company.
Guitar ‘Nerd’ Jason Isbell Gushes Over His New Custom Fender Telecaster
It has been fulfilled by Tuareg musicians from the Sahara, a semi-nomadic Muslim people who have given psychedelic rock a renewed home in Africa. Their
“desert blues”, as it is known, melds ...
Mdou Moctar’s Afrique Victime is psychedelic rock at its most charged
Cultivating Afro-Peruvian Rhythms article by Ian Patterson, published on May 17, 2021 at All About Jazz. Find more Interview articles ...
Cote Calmet: Cultivating Afro-Peruvian Rhythms
This edition of our Song Spinner series, which takes you into the hearts, minds and hands of local musicians and their creative process, reveals the ...
Song Spinner: 'Mystic Tonight' by Dan Watson
I’m not sure if anyone writes songs with electric guitars anymore, but I certainly still do,” Jason Isbell tells American Songwriter from his home
outside of Nashville. “Not because I think it’s ...
Pioneering Artist Jason Isbell Discusses the Evolving Role of His Guitar Throughout His Musical Journey
Jimi Hendrix’s debut album, Are You Experienced, was pieced together in London in between dazzling live gigs that left the competition reeling. But the
end results are still a revelation ...
Rock's Big Bang theory: Jimi Hendrix and the most influential debut album ever
Joey Ramone (1951-2001) would have been 70 years old on May 19.
High Times Greats: Joey Ramone—A Tribute to the Beloved and Unique Punk Pioneer (2001)
Looking for a Positive Grid Spark Amp review? Sure you are. Although guitar amps sit pretty low on the normy public’s shopping list, the new Spark Amp
guitar amplifier from Positive Grid has been ...
Positive Grid Spark Amp review: if Carlsberg did guitar amps…
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Afrique Victime is the fullest portrait of Moctar’s gifts that he has offered yet. To capture the explosive, uncontainable sound of the band’s
performances, Coltun once again handled production duties ...
Afrique Victime
There’s a common thread that comes with the headlines announcing the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame’s Class of 2021. Many have inductee Jay-Z, one of the
biggest names in music for the last 25 years, near ...
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame continues to challenge ignorant definitions of ‘rock and roll’
Daniel Trzcinski, of Shelton, a chef, musician and culinary arts teacher, has created a business, “Cooking and Chords” with the help of his sweetheart
Barbara Grasso of Newtown, where they are hired ...
He cooks. He cleans. He sings. Meet the CT chef who's striking a chord at dinner parties.
Dave Keuning spoke to 'SPIN' about his new LP, balancing solo work with the Killers and what to expect next from his longtime band.
Dave Keuning on New Solo LP, Moving Forward With the Killers
RTÉ Radio 1 Extra will broadcast Digging For Fire by composer Daragh Dukes and radio producers Eoin O Kelly and Kevin Brew at 8pm on 21 May. A mix of
memoir, documentary and drama, the programme ...
Digging For Fire: RTÉ Radio 1 Extra's indie-rock memory mix-tape
THE initial days of the COVID-19 pandemic were a mixture of thrilling and frightening for Bad//Dreems. The Adelaide pub-rock revivalists were in the UK
on ...
Bad//Dreems guitarist Alex Cameron on escaping England, the new album and juggling pub rock with medicine
When people ask you what you love about Southern Illinois, what do you tell them? Is it the slow-going, small-town lifestyle? The unmatched hospitality
that all of its people seem ...
Sad Max: How a 'rock star' show at a Du Quoin dive bar changed everything
In the best way, Anderson East’s voice has no color. Not white. Not black. And not white trying to sound black. Just a human expressing life’s joy and
pain, as heard on his excellent new single ...
Anderson East talks new album, best rock singer, naming songs after women
These dynamic, charismatic personalities draw on their pasts to shape the present and future of wine in Argentina.
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